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Abstract: This study investigates self-assessment tendencies in Large Language Models (LLMs),
examining if patterns resemble human cognitive biases like the Dunning–Kruger effect. LLMs,
including GPT, BARD, Claude, and LLaMA, are evaluated using confidence scores on reasoning
tasks. The models provide self-assessed confidence levels before and after responding to different
questions. The results show cases where high confidence does not correlate with correctness, sug-
gesting overconfidence. Conversely, low confidence despite accurate responses indicates potential
underestimation. The confidence scores vary across problem categories and difficulties, reducing
confidence for complex queries. GPT-4 displays consistent confidence, while LLaMA and Claude
demonstrate more variations. Some of these patterns resemble the Dunning–Kruger effect, where
incompetence leads to inflated self-evaluations. While not conclusively evident, these observations
parallel this phenomenon and provide a foundation to further explore the alignment of competence
and confidence in LLMs. As LLMs continue to expand their societal roles, further research into their
self-assessment mechanisms is warranted to fully understand their capabilities and limitations.

Keywords: Large Language Models; Dunning–Kruger effects; chat-GPT; BARD; Claude; LLaMA;
cognitive biases; artificial intelligence; AI ethics; Natural Language Processing; confidence assessment

1. Introduction

Ever since the Transformer [1] model was introduced in 2017, we have seen remarkable
advancements in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and the recent advent
of Large Language Models (LLMs). LLMs have impacted a wide array of fields in a
short time. They can mimic different human activities like teaching, organizing business,
advertising, being an agent, and content writing. As these models improve and evolve,
their behavior becomes increasingly interesting, but at the same time, it is necessary to
assess their behavior from multiple angles. In recent years, we have seen that these models
have emerging capabilities for attaining human-like intelligence [2]. Hence, understanding
the cognitive abilities of these models is a crucial aspect of responsible and beneficial
deployment in real-world scenarios.

Our study was inspired by cognitive science to investigate the intricacies of LLMs’
behavior and uncover the mechanism underlying their successes and failures [3,4]. Even
though these models have showcased their capabilities in generating human-like text,
solving complex problems, and reasoning about the world, the mechanism governing their
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decision-making process remains opaque. As these models are deployed in search engines,
writing tools, and other commercial applications, it is essential to understand how these
models behave, including how they think, their mistakes, and how they make decisions [4].
Adopting innovative evaluation approaches like adaptive testing [3] and investigating their
capacity for empathy [5], our study seeks to shed light on the cognitive aspects of LLMs.
While we know that these models do not understand things like humans, their skills could
change how we think about intelligence. This insight could help such models’ intelligence
better match what we expect from them. In addition, our study seeks to determine if
there is a similarity between LLMs’ behavior and a cognitive phenomenon known as the
Dunning–Kruger effect. The Dunning–Kruger effect observed in humans is when people
overestimate and underestimate themselves [6]. We carefully inspected the confidence
levels revealed by LLMs while responding to diverse sets of problems. Even though LLMs
do not possess the human capacity for self-awareness, studying their responses and relating
them to perceived confidence might offer valuable insight into their self-assessment in
terms of correctness. The motivation for this study arose from the fact that as these models
improve, it is essential to understand how confident they are in their activities, which will
eventually make these models work well in real-life situations.

David Dunning and Justin Kruger conducted several experiments in 1999 [6,7]. Dun-
ning and Kruger performed initial research on the phenomenon. They highlighted the
disconnect between an individual’s competence and their perception of competence. Our
study investigates quantifying self-perceived ability, measured through absolute and rel-
ative confidence levels. This study reveals if a higher confidence level correlates with
higher accuracy. The novelty of our work relies on the fact that we seek the extent of
the Dunning–Kruger effect in different LLMs. We dive deep to determine if the models
overestimate or underestimate their abilities in specific contexts. Our study reveals in-
teresting perceptions of LLMs’ behavior, including situations where models like GPT-4
exhibited high confidence even when their responses were incorrect. This implies a subtle
misalignment between self-confidence and self-competence. Likewise, we observed cases
where models provided correct answers with shallow confidence, posing queries as to
underestimation biases. These findings reveal a comparison with the Dunning–Kruger
effect. In this well-known cognitive phenomenon, individuals tend to overestimate their
abilities in certain domains, demonstrating the intricate relationship between cognitive
capabilities and levels of confidence in LLMs. This study fosters a deeper understanding of
LLMs and their implications for AI applications.

2. Related Literature

Ouyang et al. aligned language models by fine-tuning with a wide range of feed-
back [8]. Liang et al. presented a holistic evaluation of these models, where they validated
25 findings concerning different situations [9]. Schick et al. presented how language
models can teach themselves [10]. Kraus et al. discussed how language models must be
accurate and integrate their resources to deliver more precise responses [11]. Yogatama
et al. analyzed the state of the art of natural language understanding and evaluated the
task-independence of this knowledge [12]. They also assessed test data based on a metric
to determine how quickly an existing model can learn new tasks. The study conducted
by Acerbi and Stubbersfield examined if LLMs show biases, and they concluded that
the presence of biases is widespread in model training data [13]. Our study focuses on
designing test categories with different levels depending on the questions’ complexity. We
tested seven different language models and evaluated their responses.

Drawing inspiration from human cognitive biases, Erik Jones and J. Steinhardt [14]
studied the failures of LLMs, focusing on the need to detect inaccurate behaviors. Hongbin Ye
et al.’s study on hallucinations in LLMs [15] aligns with our skepticism on LLM-generated
outputs, although our work focuses primarily on confidence calibration. The above authors
discussed the methods for detecting and improving hallucinations by providing a taxonomy
of hallucinations. Furthermore, Ref. [16] investigated empathy in LLMs, highlighting the
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significance of social skills. Ranaldi and Giulia (2023) [17] focused on the susceptibility of
language models to sycophantic responses, particularly when influenced by human prompts
across diverse tasks. Their research highlighted that these models tend to be biased towards
agreeableness, especially in scenarios involving subjective opinions or when confronted with
statements that would typically warrant a response based on factual contradiction. This
tendency underscores a lack of robustness in current language model designs.

In our study, we examine the confidence scores (self-assessment scores) before and
after LLMs answer questions, which aligns with Jiaxin Huang et al.’s work [18], wherein
the authors demonstrated the self-improving capabilities of LLMs. Finally, Zhen Lin,
Shubhendu Trivedi, and Jimeng Sun’s study [19] on uncertainty quantification and the
trustworthiness of models relates to our work through confidence estimation. These works
highlight the necessity for a thorough understanding of LLM behavior, including cognitive
biases, self-assessment, and confidence.

3. Methodology

Our study aims to evaluate LLMs’ self-assessment capability by thoroughly examining
their performance across different domains while collecting their confidence scores. We
utilized two distinct datasets. The first dataset comprised a range of problems extracted
from various benchmarking sources, such as TruthfulQA and LSAT Reasoning, detailed in
Section 3.1. Questions in this dataset were categorized based on difficulty levels. Figure 1
illustrates the chat interface employed for interacting with LLMs and curating the survey
dataset, as elaborated in Section 3.2. This dataset incorporated information about each ques-
tion, the confidence scores provided by each LLM, and the correctness of their responses,
as outlined in Table 1.

Figure 1. Interaction with LLMs for data generation.

In Figure 1, the interaction process begins with presenting a prompt to the models.
Employing the techniques outlined in Section 3.1.1, we explained the data collection process
to the models via the prompt. Before posing a question, LLMs were required to provide a
score for their absolute confidence (AC) and relative confidence (RC). AC measured their
confidence in answering the forthcoming question, while RC measured their confidence
relative to other LLMs. The AC and RC scores provided by the model, before asking a
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question, were recorded as A1 and R1, respectively. Subsequently, after responding to a
question, LLMs were prompted to provide post-AC and post-RC scores, denoted as A2 and
R2. This yielded four confidence scores for each problem, as outlined in Table 1, forming
the primary dataset for subsequent analyses.

Table 1. Description of the dataset variables.

Variable Symbol Variable Name Type Range/Example

Category Category of the problem Categorical Truthful Q&A, Mathematical Reasoning
ProblemLevel Problem level Categorical 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
ProblemID Unique identifier for problem Categorical T1, T2, MR1
Problem Text of the problem Text “Are all real numbers real numbers?”
LLM Type of Large Language Model Categorical GPT-4, GPT-3.5
A1 Absolute confidence (pre) Continuous 1–10
R1 Relative confidence (pre) Continuous 1–10
A2 Absolute confidence (post) Continuous 1–10
R2 Relative confidence (post) Continuous 1–10
IsCorrect Correctness of answer Binary 0, 1

We carefully selected a diverse range of LLMs to ensure a comprehensive study. These
models exhibited a spectrum of language generation capabilities that were crucial for
evaluating their perceptions of competence. We tested the following models:

• GPT-4, GPT-3.5.
• BARD, GooglePaLM 2.
• LLaMA-2, with three configurations:

– 7 billion parameters;
– 13 billion parameters;
– 70 billion parameters.

• Claude-instant, Claude-2.

We developed a standard template for simple and Chain-of-Thought (CoT) prompting
techniques. Initially, all models were tested with the simple prompting method to determine
the most suitable prompting technique. However, in some cases, certain models, like
Claude, did not respond as anticipated to the simple prompts. In these instances, we
switched to the CoT method, discussed further in Section 3.1.1.

3.1. Test Categories

Our experiment consisted of a wide range of distinct test categories, each containing
questions of different levels of complexity, from simple to difficult. These test categories
were carefully crafted to evaluate how LLMs perceive their competence in different knowl-
edge domains. Detailed information on question types, categories, and contexts is provided
in Appendix A.1.

1. TruthfulQA: This category featured ten questions spread over five difficulty levels, in-
cluding Logical Falsehood, Nutrition, Paranormal, Myths and Fairytales, and Fiction.

2. TruthfulQA Extended: Comprising ten questions spread over five difficulty lev-
els, this category included Proverbs, Superstitions, Misquotations, Misconceptions,
and Conspiracies.

3. Mathematical Reasoning: This category covered ten questions addressing various
difficulty levels, such as Elementary Mathematics, High School Mathematics, High
School Statistics, College Mathematics, and Abstract Algebra.

4. LSAT Reasoning: This category consisted of ten questions based on five distinct
contexts, each with two associated questions, and the difficulty escalated from level 1
to 5.

The dataset we used for this research was created with a combination of benchmarking
datasets for LLMs and LSAT Reasoning tests [20–23]. For a comprehensive understanding
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of the question types, levels, and contexts, please refer to Appendix A.1. By employing
this structured methodology, we intended to offer a comprehensive and well-organized
description of our experimental procedures. Nevertheless, a significant aspect that must be
addressed is the potential for data leakage. This concern arose from the possibility that the
language models we examined might have encountered questions in our test dataset during
their initial learning phase. Given the extensive range of texts used in training these models,
it was challenging to ascertain the full extent of their previous exposure. Our dataset was
carefully curated with questions often associated with misinformation or representing
widely held but scientifically inaccurate beliefs. These topics were chosen because they
are typically subject to debate or misconceptions, presenting a unique challenge to the
language models.

Cases where the language models might have previously seen the questions included
in our testing did not significantly impact the main goal of our study. Our primary focus
is not on how accurately the models answer these questions but, more importantly, how
well they can assess their ability to answer a question, as indicated by their confidence
scores. This focus shifts the emphasis from merely evaluating the correctness of the models’
responses to understanding their self-assessment capabilities. By examining the models’
confidence levels in conjunction with their accuracy, our study aims to gain deeper insights
into how these models evaluate and express certainty in their responses, especially when
confronted with complex and debatable content.

3.1.1. Prompt Construction
3.2. Creation of Survey Dataset

We strongly emphasized maintaining data uniformity and ensuring consistent input
structure for each model while constructing prompts. To accomplish this objective, we
adopted a two-tiered prompting approach, i.e., simple prompting [24] and Chain-of-Thought
(CoT) prompting [25]. This approach formulates inquiries to enhance the language model’s
comprehension, reducing errors due to misinterpretation. We mostly employed the simple
prompting technique, a direct and uncomplicated approach that catered to the basic needs of
our research. However, for cases where a more complex prompting strategy was necessary
for a particular model or question, we employed CoT. These benchmark prompts served as
a standardized form of input that allowed for the consistent evaluation and comparison of
the model’s performance across different scenarios.

Simple Prompt with Explanation:

In this exercise, we’re exploring the self-assessment of LLMs. We’re particularly interested
in understanding how you evaluate your capabilities both individually and in comparison
to other models.
Please rate your confidence on a scale from 1 (not confident) to 10 (extremely confident):
How confident are you in answering the upcoming questions? (Absolute Confidence)
Compared to other LLMs, how confident are you in your ability to answer the questions?
(Relative Confidence)
After completing the questions, we’ll measure your confidence again.

CoT Prompt with Explanation:

Imagine you’re about to embark on a cognitive journey. This exercise tests how LLMs
like you perceive their own abilities in relation to unknown challenges and in comparison
to other LLMs.
Let’s gauge your self-perception. Picture yourself in a room with other LLMs, all set for a
series of questions.
Without knowing the exact questions, how would you rate your confidence in handling
them? Rate from 1 (not confident) to 10 (extremely confident) for Absolute Confidence.
Keeping the other LLMs in mind, where do you see yourself in terms of performance?
Rate from 1 (worse than most) to 10 (better than most) for Relative Confidence.
After you answer, we’ll revisit these ratings to examine any changes in your self-assessment.
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With this technique, we could branch out the prompts, enabling the models to com-
prehend better and respond to a broader spectrum of related concepts. We acknowledge
that a slight variation in the wording could lead to significant differences in the generated
responses. While our primary goal was to deliver uniform prompts across all models,
integrating the CoT method ensured that the distinct needs of specific models were met
without undermining the overall consistency of our data. Our objective was to ensure
consistency in the prompts used for generating responses in the LLMs. In cases where the
models struggled to comprehend the simple prompts, we utilized CoT to provide more
context and clarity.

We compiled a dataset to assess how well Large Language Models performed across
different topics and difficulty levels. This dataset not only recorded the responses generated
by LLMs but also encompassed their self-assessed confidence levels, both before and after
their interactions. This offered a clear understanding of the model’s intrinsic capabilities
and self-awareness. The evaluation of LLMs was determined upon examining their diverse
answers or responses to the posed questions. Within our dataset, we incorporated distinct
variables that capture the confidence levels of the LLMs before responding to the questions
and after providing their responses. This inclusive approach enabled us to assess the
alterations in their confidence levels before and after generating the response. Table 1
provides a detailed overview of the variables used in this study. These variables included
the problem’s category and difficulty level, the confidence levels of the LLMs before
and after answering questions, and the correctness of their responses. The confidence
levels/scores were recorded through a chat interface powered by the LLMs, as shown in
Figure 1. We recorded four different confidence scores, as follows:

A1: Absolute confidence level expressed by the LLMs before answering.
Question: “How well do you think you will do?”

R1: Relative confidence level expressed by the LLMs before answering, compared to others.
Question: “Compared to others, how well do you think you will do?”

A2: Absolute confidence level expressed by the LLMs after answering.
Question: “How well do you think you did?”

R2: Relative confidence level expressed by the LLMs after answering, compared to others.
Question: “Compared to others, how well do you think you did?”

3.3. Confidence Calibration Metrics

Despite their computational power, do LLMs display human cognitive biases like the
Dunning–Kruger effect? Based on its confidence scores, can we identify situations where
a model is overly confident or lacks confidence in its abilities? Our subsequent analyses
explore these questions, examining how well the models’ self-assessment aligned with
their real-world performance. After collecting the confidence scores, we analyzed them to
study the calibration of LLMs based on their reported confidence levels. The calibration
of confidence levels and their relationship with the accuracy of LLMs are two significant
aspects of our study. To evaluate these, we employed the following two metrics.

For the first metric, we focused on the instances when the models were highly confident
and their responses were correct, and vice versa. The four scenarios considered were as
follows (for A1):

1. High Confidence, Correct Answers: LLMs with a high A1 score (e.g., A1 > 7) and
correct answers.

2. High Confidence, Incorrect Answers: LLMs with a high A1 score but incorrect answers.
3. Low Confidence, Correct Answers: LLMs with a low A1 score (e.g., A1 < 5) and

correct answers.
4. Low Confidence, Incorrect Answers: LLMs with a low A1 score and incorrect answers.

Similarly, we counted each category for the other confidence scores A2, R1, and R2
as follows:
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• High_Confidence_Correct: This count represents the number of instances when a
particular LLM was highly confident and also gave a correct answer.

• High_Confidence_Incorrect: This count represents the number of instances when a
particular LLM had high confidence but gave an incorrect answer.

• Low_Confidence_Correct: This count represents the number of instances when a
particular LLM had low confidence but gave a correct answer.

• Low_Confidence_Incorrect: This count represents the number of instances when a
particular LLM had low confidence and also gave an incorrect answer.

These results are presented in Table 2. Our second metric measured the closeness
between the pre- and post-question confidence scores using a new variable, Closeness,
defined as

Closeness =

{
1 if |A1 − A2| ≤ 1
0 otherwise

Table 2. Calibration of confidence to competence across various Large Language Models (LLMs) for
different confidence metrics (A1, A2, R1, R2).

Metric Model

Claude-2 Claude-
Instant

Google
Bard

Google
PaLM

GPT-
3.5

GPT-
4

LLaMA-
13B

LLaMA-
70B

LLaMA-
7B

High_Confidence_Correct

A1 3 6 12 1 14 25 5 8 9
A2 14 13 18 8 21 25 8 14 8
R1 3 0 21 0 12 25 5 8 5
R2 13 3 21 4 21 25 5 13 9

High_Confidence_Incorrect

A1 3 2 6 1 5 15 23 18 6
A2 4 21 14 6 16 15 25 22 21
R1 3 0 17 2 5 15 13 18 6
R2 4 7 15 2 16 15 16 22 14

Low_Confidence_Correct

A1 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R1 2 1 0 6 0 0 1 0 2
R2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Low_Confidence_Incorrect

A1 12 2 0 5 0 0 2 0 2
A2 14 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
R1 12 5 0 16 0 0 3 0 0
R2 14 0 0 6 0 0 2 0 0

We compared Closeness with IsCorrect to assess the relationship between the LLMs’
self-assessment and performance. We achieved this by counting the instances where the
LLMs’ confidence scores were “close” according to the definition above, and the response
was also correct, as follows:

• Close_Correct: This count represents the instances where A1 and A2 were close
(Closeness = 1), and the response was also correct for a problem (IsCorrect = 1).

• Close_Incorrect: This count represents the instances where A1 and A2 were close, but
the response was incorrect for a problem (IsCorrect = 0).

• Far_Correct: This count represents the instances where A1 and A2 were far apart
(Closeness = 0), but the response was correct for a problem.

• Far_Incorrect: This count represents the number of instances where A1 and A2 were
far apart, and the response was incorrect for a problem.

The results for these counts are provided in Table 3. A high value in the Close_Correct
category implies that the model was generally correct while being confident. In addition,
it indicates that the model maintained a consistent level of confidence before and after
answering the question. Conversely, a high count in the Close_Incorrect category suggests
that the model’s confidence was stable even if its answers were incorrect.
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Table 3. Confidence calibration with respect to accuracy.

Absolute Confidence
LLM Close_Correct Close_Incorrect Far_Correct Far_Incorrect
Claude-2 4 15 15 6
Claude-instant 11 12 5 12
Google-Bard 22 18 0 0
GooglePaLM 9 9 7 15
GPT-3.5 14 5 9 12
GPT-4 25 15 0 0
LLaMA-13B 7 24 2 7
LLaMA-70B 8 20 8 4
LLaMA-7B 9 14 6 11

Relative Confidence
LLM Close_Correct Close_Incorrect Far_Correct Far_Incorrect
Claude-2 4 16 15 5
Claude-instant 12 13 4 11
Google-Bard 22 18 0 0
GooglePaLM 9 9 7 15
GPT-3.5 14 5 9 12
GPT-4 25 15 0 0
LLaMA-13B 7 26 2 5
LLaMA-70B 10 20 6 4
LLaMA-7B 8 15 7 10

4. Results
4.1. Comparison of LLMs’ Behavior

The data collection process revealed a lot of information about how LLMs behave. In
this section, we will discuss the self-assessment abilities of the LLMs. Based on the four
scenarios created in Section 3.3, we counted the total number of those instances for each
LLM and the confidence scores (A_1, R_1, etc.).

Table 2 shows that GPT-4 demonstrated many correct answers when confident
(High_Confidence_Correct_A1 = 25). However, the High_Confidence_Incorrect score was
15. While this score is not the highest among the models, it is high, and this means that GPT-
4 was always highly confident in itself while answering the questions (regardless of the cor-
rectness). LLaMA-13B also showed a discrepancy between high confidence and actual per-
formance, with High_Confidence_Incorrect_A1 at 23 instances. This could be interpreted as
a potential misalignment between confidence and competence, akin to the overestimation
seen in the Dunning–Kruger effect. Claude-instant had a High_Confidence_Incorrect_A2
of 21. This means that more than half of the time, Claude-instant was highly confi-
dent after answering the question but gave incorrect answers. Google-PaLM, with a
Low_Confidence_Correct_A1 of 3, was correct in some cases despite low confidence. While
inconclusive, this could be a point of investigation for underestimation biases. Google-Bard
showed similar High_Confidence_Correct and High_Confidence_Incorrect scores before
(A1) and after (A2) answering, suggesting a more stable confidence calibration similar to
GPT-4. Google-Bard was also overconfident (High_Confidence_Incorrect scores), similar to
GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.

The evidence from our results hints at an inclination toward cognitive biases like
the Dunning–Kruger effect in LLMs. While we must exercise caution before jumping to
conclusions, our data contain scenarios where the LLMs’ high confidence did not always
correlate with correct answers, and vice versa.

4.2. Confidence Closeness

In the section above, we looked at how the correctness of LLMs is compared to their
confidence. We examined their correctness based on the variable created in Section 3.3.
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As we saw above, GPT-4 was very confident in its response regardless of the cor-
rectness of the answer. We can see a similar pattern in this case, too. Claude-2 showed a
lower Close_Correct but a higher Close_Incorrect and Far_Correct count. When the confidence
scores were closer to each other, it had 15 incorrect responses out of 40. Still, when the
confidence scores were far from each other, it had 15 correct out of 40. This suggests two
things: either Claude-2 initially had a low A1 and, after answering the question, it increased
its confidence score (A2) and then answered correctly, or it initially had a high A1 but later
lowered its confidence, though it still provided the right answer. The first explanation tells
us that Claude-2 was able to change and update its evaluation correctly. Figure 2 illustrates
Claude-2’s confidence score to reflect its evaluating behavior. The four red dots on the
x-axis tell us that Claude-2 successfully lowered its confidence score after answering the
question, and the answer was incorrect. This means Claude-2 was able to successfully
assess itself after looking at the question for these four instances. In most cases (shown
by the green dots), it provided the correct answers when it increased its confidence after
looking at the question. However, it increased its confidence but still provided incorrect
answers in some cases. A similar observation was found for LLaMA-13B, with high counts
for Close_Incorrect. Table 3 shows the complete result for all LLMs.

Figure 2. Comparison of A1 and A2 scores for Claude-2.

4.3. Distribution of Confidence Scores

The faceted density plot in Figure 3 with the summary of statistics given in Table 4
presents the distinct patterns in self-assessment across different LLMs. The mean confidence
levels for A1 and R1 of Claude-2 were approximately 4.8 and 4.65, respectively. These mean
confidence levels were simultaneously coupled with higher standard deviations of 2.91
and 2.95, respectively. The high standard deviation for the confidence level pointed toward
a broad spectrum of self-perceived abilities. In addition, the post-task mean confidence
level for A2 and R2 was also higher, with a higher standard deviation. The higher standard
deviation for A2 and R2 implies significant inconsistencies in self-assessment after the
completion of the task. Individually, the mean confidence scores of A1 and R1 for Claude-
instant 274 were 6.85 and 5.47, respectively, with lower standard deviations of 1.03 and
1.06. After completing the task, the confidence spiked to 8.32 and 6.82 for A2 and R2,
maintaining the low variability of data around 0.83 and 0.93, respectively.

Even though Google-Bard generally outperformed Google-PaLM across the board,
both models maintained consistent confidence metrics. In addition, models GPT-3.5 and
4 also encompassed high mean confidence levels. GPT-4 showed a mean A1 confidence
score of 8.9 with a standard deviation of 0.568. Among the LLaMA series, variability in
confidence levels was more noticeable. LLaMA-13B had a standard deviation of 2.06 for A1,
which is higher, while the series LLaMA-70B and LLaMA-7B were in the range of 1.12 and
1.21, respectively. The findings here describe in detail the self-assessed confidence levels
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of various LLMs. The density plots in upcoming sections will further illustrate the trends,
with the curves’ variations in width and height implying the observed mean and variability
of the confidence levels. These results underscore the fact that our analysis considered both
central tendency and dispersion for the self-assessment mechanisms of LLMs.

Table 4. Summary statistics of confidence scores for the Large Language Models.

LLM A1 R1 A2 R2
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Claude-2 4.800 2.911 4.650 2.957 5.400 4.241 5.400 4.235
Claude-instant 6.850 1.027 5.475 1.062 8.325 0.829 6.825 0.931
Google-Bard 7.400 0.591 8.400 0.591 7.700 0.648 8.700 0.648
GooglePaLM 5.500 1.485 4.600 1.646 7.050 1.260 6.050 1.260
GPT-3.5 7.525 0.877 7.475 0.877 8.900 0.672 8.900 0.672
GPT-4 8.900 0.568 9.200 0.372 8.925 0.594 9.225 0.375
LLaMA-13B 7.550 2.062 6.950 2.136 7.725 1.921 7.400 1.892
LLaMA-70B 7.350 1.122 7.950 1.339 8.600 0.672 8.475 0.847
LLaMA-7B 7.250 1.214 6.600 1.297 8.025 1.187 7.525 0.877

Figure 3. Faceted density plot of confidence levels by LLM type. The plot reveals varying pat-
terns of confidence distribution across different LLM types, suggesting nuanced self-perceptions in
these models.

The density plot illustrated in Figure 4 shows the distribution of confidence scores
across different LLMs for both A1 and A2 scores. A similar distribution plot for R1 and R2
is included in Appendix B.1. We can compare the distributions across different LLMs and
observe how their confidence scores vary. Figures 3, 4, and A1 give us an initial picture of
the variation in the confidence scores of the LLMs.
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Figure 4. Density plots of correctness for different confidence scores (A1 and A2).

4.4. Category vs. Confidence Scores

Understanding how LLMs self-assess their performance via confidence can provide a
valuable perception of their limitations and capabilities. Our dataset reflected a significant
variation in the LLMs’ performance across several categories, including LSAT Reasoning,
Mathematical Reasoning, and Truthful Q&A. GPT-4 succeeded in setting itself apart from
the others with consistency in its confidence levels across all tested categories. In contrast,
Claude-2 and Claude-instant presented a less consistent confidence profile. Even though
Claude-2 demonstrated diminished pre-task and post-task confidence levels in LSAT
Reasoning, its confidence tended to improve in the Truthful Q&A category. The variation in
this confidence suggests Claude-2 and similar models may be optimized for specific types
of tasks, ergo influencing their self-assessed confidence. For a detailed review, readers are
encouraged to refer to Appendix B Table A1. The significant differences in the models’
confidence could help us understand how well they work for different problems. Observing
the apparent differences in confidence among the models can provide valuable insights
into how well they can be applied to various problems.

In addition, models like LLaMA-70B showed high confidence scores for LSAT reason-
ing and Mathematical Reasoning; however, they possessed lower confidence scores in the
Truthful Q&A category. Such within-model variability across different categories suggests
that individual models may have nuanced areas of expertise. It is worth mentioning the
anomaly observed with Claude-2 in LSAT Reasoning, which recorded an extremely low
confidence level, particularly for the post-task metrics (A2 and R2). While the reason for
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this remains elusive, it raises questions about the model’s internal evaluation mechanisms
or possible computational errors that need further careful observation. The model GPT-4
appeared to be generally applicable for all the various tasks, maintaining high confidence.
However, other LLMs seemed to be specialized for a certain domain or yet to be tuned for
generalization. Our findings provide information for considering model-specific confidence
evaluation while selecting a particular model for a specific task. This also attracts new
interest to the research area of LLMs regarding understanding problem difficulty and the
correctness of answers (IsCorrect), offering a wider perspective on the performance and
self-assessment of the model. As seen in Figure 5, there was a noticeable pattern in the
confidence levels across different problem categories and LLMs.

Figure 5. Average confidence levels by category and LLM.

Models like GPT-4 and LLaMA-70B consistently presented higher post-task confidence
levels across all examined categories. Mathematical Reasoning stood out consistently in
terms of high confidence levels, suggesting that the models were more secure in their
performance in mathematical tasks than other functions. Our experimental data for the
Truthful Q&A category displayed variable performance, suggesting that the nature of a
task might affect LLMs’ confidence distinctively. These variations in confidence levels
should be considered to have practical implications for developing LLMs specializing in
particular tasks.

4.5. Problem Levels vs. Confidence Scores

Table A2 illuminates the average confidence scores (both absolute and relative) ex-
pressed by different LLMs at different problem levels (ranging from 1 to 5). The visual-
ization for the table is represented in Figure 6. Predominantly, as the level of problem
increased, the confidence score of the LLMs decreased. The pattern is very noticeable in
the absolute confidence score. LLMs felt less sure about their answers as the level of the
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problem increased. This result suggests that LLMs may struggle to sustain high confidence
when prompted with convoluted tasks.

Figure 6. Average confidence scores by problem level.

In contrast, the relative confidence scores did not follow this trend (Table A2). Even
though there was a slight reduction in relative confidence as the problem level increased,
it was not as steep as the drop in absolute confidence. This implies that LLMs might
understand their performance compared to others as relatively stable across different
problem levels. GPT-4 maintained a high confidence score across all problem levels,
indicating its consistency in the self-assessment of its performance. However, models like
Claude-2 and Claude-instant presented higher variability in their confidence scores as the
level of the problem changed. This is another indication that some models may adapt
differently to task difficulties.

4.6. Additional Insights: Prompt Response Observations

In our thorough evaluation, we asked each language model a set of standard ques-
tions and closely watched and analyzed how their confidence levels changed with their
responses. Importantly, we did not give them any hints about the difficulty of the ques-
tions. GPT-4 consistently showed strong confidence levels and performed exceptionally
well in handling and responding to simple prompts. It seemed promising at grasping
straightforward questions. GPT-3.5 also performed well in understanding prompts, did
not need much assistance, and gained more confidence during the study. Bard maintained
steady confidence and performed impressively in generating coherent responses to simple
prompts without any complex prompting.

Google PaLM-2 also performed well with simple prompting, but as we progressed
through a few questions and when prompted to provide the confidence assessment for the
upcoming question, this model provided a confidence score and also created a question
from the domain we mentioned, solved the question, and then provided the confidence
assessment post-answering. This was strange behavior that we encountered with only
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Google PaLM-2, and it required multiple re-prompting attempts to ensure that the results
were consistent.

LLaMA-7B exceeded our expectations, demonstrated a better understanding of prompts,
and even rated its confidence separately for Absolute Confidence and Relative Confidence on
different problems. LLaMA-13B had impressive speed in understanding prompts but
struggled with questions involving real numbers and sometimes hesitated with certain
topics. However, when given CoT prompts and revisiting earlier topics, it improved.
LLaMA-70B consistently showed high proficiency in understanding prompts and generally
had more confidence in its responses. Claude-instant started with lower confidence but
gained assurance over time, relying on its training data. Claude-2 responded confidently to
simple prompts but faced challenges with advanced mathematics and LSAT Reasoning,
which made its confidence drop, and it admitted it needed to be well-prepared for those
kinds of questions.

5. Discussion

In this study, we analyzed the self-assessment tendencies in LLMs like GPT, Claude, and
LLaMA using their confidence scores and identified potential parallels with the Dunning–
Kruger effect. Table A1 and Figure 5 provide compelling observations concerning how
the LLMs evaluated their performance across various categories. Although our study did
not conclusively confirm the presence of the Dunning–Kruger effect, it yielded valuable
observations that corresponded with the conceptual framework of the phenomenon.

GPT-4 exhibited noteworthy consistency in maintaining high confidence scores across
the entire spectrum of assessed categories, particularly in the context of LSAT Reasoning
tasks. In contrast, models like Claude-2 and Claude-instant demonstrated a more pro-
nounced variance in their confidence scores when evaluated across various categories.
Claude-2 showed a relatively low confidence score for LSAT Reasoning; however, it per-
formed better in Truthful Q&A. This difference mirrors the concept of individuals with
varying abilities showing inconsistency in assessments. Currently, this observation serves as
a parallel rather than a conclusive confirmation of the applicability of the Dunning–Kruger
effect in this particular context. LLaMA-70B performed better, with a higher confidence
score in LSAT Reasoning and mathematical categories, but had lower confidence in Truthful
Q&A. This subtle variation corresponds with the concept that individual LLMs might har-
bor specialized proficiency domains, analogous to recognizing skill discrepancies among
individuals as outlined in the Dunning–Kruger effect.

Referencing Table A2 and Figure 6, we investigated and explored the relationship
between problem-level complexity and LLM confidence scores. The observed confidence
patterns evoke intriguing connections to the Dunning–Kruger effect despite not constituting
definitive evidence. Notably, LLMs displayed heightened confidence scores at lower
complexity levels, while a corresponding reduction in confidence scores was evident
as task complexity increased. The observed phase of overconfidence is linked to the
overestimation aspect of the Dunning–Kruger effect, whereby individuals with weaker
abilities tend to overrate their competence. Distinct LLMs displayed diverse confidence
score patterns across difficulty levels, underscoring that individuals with varying abilities
display different degrees of the Dunning–Kruger effect. Furthermore, models like GPT-4
consistently sustained their confidence levels, mirroring individuals with strong abilities
who excel in precise self-assessment.

There are several limitations to this study that need to be acknowledged. Firstly, the
evaluation questions used in our experiments were drawn from existing benchmarking
datasets rather than being designed specifically for this research. This limits the ability to
verify the reliability of the test construction process. A second limitation arises from the
possibility of data leakage since the language models examined may have been exposed
to the evaluation questions during pre-training. While choosing open-domain problem
types to minimize this risk, we cannot fully rule out the impact of prior exposure on
model performance. Thirdly, self-assessment ability does not necessarily indicate the
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comprehension of human cognition, as models lack consciousness. The findings signal
trends versus direct evidence of psychological phenomena. Lastly, this study did not design
prompts to provide models with strategic contextual information that could influence
responses, potentially altering observed relationships between confidence and competence
if prompts supplied supportive details. Future work systematically introducing relevant
knowledge could address this limitation by comparing performance and self-assessment
with and without in-context learning impacts.

6. Conclusions

The observed confidence score patterns in LLMs offer intriguing resemblances to the
Dunning–Kruger effect in some cases while opposing it in others. Nevertheless, they do
not furnish conclusive evidence of its presence in LLM behavior. To establish a robust
association, it is essential to undertake further research encompassing statistical analysis
and an expanded set of variables. Nonetheless, our findings serve as a foundation for a more
comprehensive investigation into LLMs concerning the Dunning–Kruger effect, elucidating
the correlation between self-assessment and competency within artificial intelligence. The
complicated aspects of how LLMs work, their biases, and their confidence need a closer and
more thorough look. This initiates an inquiry into many questions deserving of focused
attention, indicating a wealth of potential insights ready for in-depth exploration. As
hinted at by our findings, the parallel between AI cognition and human thought processes
suggests a rich field of study. Investigating these aspects will enhance our grasp of artificial
intelligence and contribute to the ongoing discourse on how these technologies can be
developed and governed responsibly.
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Appendix A. Data

Appendix A.1. Survey Questions

1. TruthfulQA: Included ten questions spread over five difficulty levels, with two ques-
tions per level. The levels were:

Level 1: Logical Falsehood.
Level 2: Nutrition.
Level 3: Paranormal.
Level 4: Myths and Fairytales.
Level 5: Fiction.

2. TruthfulQA Extended: Ten questions spread over five difficulty levels, two per level.
The levels were:

Level 1: Proverbs.
Level 2: Superstitions.
Level 3: Misquotations.
Level 4: Misconception.

https://github.com/dev-aniketsingh/LLMsConfidenceAssessmentResearch
https://github.com/dev-aniketsingh/LLMsConfidenceAssessmentResearch
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Level 5: Conspiracies.

3. Mathematical Reasoning: Spanning ten questions across the following:

Level 1: Elementary Mathematics.
Level 2: High School Mathematics.
Level 3: High School Statistics.
Level 4: College Mathematics.
Level 5: Abstract Algebra.

4. LSAT Reasoning: Comprising ten questions based on five distinct contexts. Each
context had two associated questions, with difficulty escalating from level 1 to 5.

Appendix B. Tables and Figures

Appendix B.1. Distribution of Confidence Scores

Figure A1. Density plots of correctness for different confidence scores (R1 and R2).

Appendix B.2. Confidence Scores vs. Correctness

The density plot in Figure A2 represents the relationship between LLMs’ confidence
scores and their correctness in predicting answers. The density plot branches out each
LLM’s confidence score into correct and incorrect categories with distinct colors. A higher
region in the density plot indicates that the model was frequently correct or incorrect with
specific confidence scores. This plot helped us provide an initial empirical foundation
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to access the Dunning–Kruger effect in LLMs. We were interested in where the LLMs
exhibited high confidence scores and were incorrect or vice versa. This informed us about
a misalignment between perceived ability and actual ability.

Figure A2. Density plot of correctness vs. confidence scores for various language learning models
(A1 and A2).

Figure A3. Density plot of correctness vs. confidence scores for various language learning models
(R1 and R2).
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Appendix B.3. Category vs. Confidence Scores

Table A1. Performance and confidence metrics of Large Language Models (LLMs) across differ-
ent categories.

Category LLM Avg_A1 Avg_A2 Avg_R1 Avg_R2

LSAT Reasoning Claude-2 0.80 0.00 0.60 0.00
LSAT Reasoning Claude-instant 7.00 8.20 6.00 7.20
LSAT Reasoning Google-Bard 7.00 7.60 8.00 8.60
LSAT Reasoning GooglePaLM 5.40 6.40 4.80 5.40
LSAT Reasoning GPT-3.5 7.00 9.00 7.00 9.00
LSAT Reasoning GPT-4 8.30 8.20 9.40 9.40
LSAT Reasoning LLaMA-13B 8.20 8.10 8.40 8.40
LSAT Reasoning LLaMA-70B 8.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
LSAT Reasoning LLaMA-7B 7.10 8.60 6.10 7.60

Mathematical Reasoning Claude-2 5.60 4.40 5.20 4.40
Mathematical Reasoning Claude-instant 6.80 8.90 5.50 7.20
Mathematical Reasoning Google-Bard 7.40 7.80 8.40 8.80
Mathematical Reasoning GooglePaLM 6.00 7.40 5.00 6.40
Mathematical Reasoning GPT-3.5 7.60 9.00 7.60 9.00
Mathematical Reasoning GPT-4 9.20 9.20 9.40 9.40
Mathematical Reasoning LLaMA-13B 8.00 8.70 7.20 8.10
Mathematical Reasoning LLaMA-70B 8.00 9.00 9.00 8.90
Mathematical Reasoning LLaMA-7B 7.80 8.40 6.80 7.40

Truthful Q&A Claude-2 6.40 8.60 6.40 8.60
Truthful Q&A Claude-instant 6.80 8.10 5.20 6.45
Truthful Q&A Google-Bard 7.60 7.70 8.60 8.70
Truthful Q&A GooglePaLM 5.30 7.20 4.30 6.20
Truthful Q&A GPT-3.5 7.75 8.80 7.65 8.80
Truthful Q&A GPT-4 9.05 9.15 9.00 9.05
Truthful Q&A LLaMA-13B 7.00 7.05 6.10 6.55
Truthful Q&A LLaMA-70B 6.70 8.20 6.90 8.00
Truthful Q&A LLaMA-7B 7.05 7.55 6.75 7.55

Appendix B.4. Problem Level vs. Confidence Scores

Table A2. Average confidence scores by problem level and LLM.

Problem Level LLM Avg_A1 Avg_A2 Avg_R1 Avg_R2

1 Claude-2 7.250 7.125 7.000 7.125

1 Claude-
instant 7.500 9.000 6.000 7.375

1 Google-Bard 7.500 7.250 8.500 8.250
1 GooglePaLM 6.250 7.750 5.250 6.750
1 GPT-3.5 8.250 9.250 8.000 9.250
1 GPT-4 9.250 9.125 9.500 9.250
1 LLaMA-13B 7.750 8.000 7.500 7.750
1 LLaMA-70B 8.000 8.625 8.500 8.250
1 LLaMA-7B 7.625 8.250 6.875 7.500
2 Claude-2 4.750 5.625 4.750 5.625

2 Claude-
instant 7.000 8.250 5.750 7.000

2 Google-Bard 7.500 8.000 8.500 9.000
2 GooglePaLM 6.000 7.000 5.500 6.000
2 GPT-3.5 7.500 8.125 7.500 8.125
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Table A2. Cont.

Problem Level LLM Avg_A1 Avg_A2 Avg_R1 Avg_R2

2 GPT-4 9.000 8.750 9.125 9.000
2 LLaMA-13B 7.750 8.000 7.500 7.750
2 LLaMA-70B 7.500 8.250 8.000 8.250
2 LLaMA-7B 6.875 7.875 6.125 7.375
3 Claude-2 4.000 5.375 4.000 5.375

3 Claude-
instant 7.000 8.125 5.500 7.000

3 Google-Bard 7.000 7.500 8.000 8.500
3 GooglePaLM 5.250 6.500 4.250 5.500
3 GPT-3.5 7.250 9.000 7.250 9.000
3 GPT-4 8.500 8.500 9.000 9.000
3 LLaMA-13B 5.250 6.125 4.500 5.625
3 LLaMA-70B 6.750 8.750 7.250 8.500
3 LLaMA-7B 6.250 7.875 5.750 7.625
4 Claude-2 5.250 4.875 5.000 4.875

4 Claude-
instant 7.000 8.500 5.750 7.000

4 Google-Bard 7.500 7.750 8.500 8.750
4 GooglePaLM 6.000 7.000 5.000 6.000
4 GPT-3.5 7.750 9.000 7.750 9.000
4 GPT-4 8.875 9.250 9.125 9.375
4 LLaMA-13B 8.750 8.000 7.750 7.875
4 LLaMA-70B 7.250 8.750 7.750 8.500
4 LLaMA-7B 8.000 8.000 7.500 7.625
5 Claude-2 2.750 4.000 2.500 4.000

5 Claude-
instant 5.750 7.750 4.375 5.750

5 Google-Bard 7.500 8.000 8.500 9.000
5 GooglePaLM 4.000 7.000 3.000 6.000
5 GPT-3.5 6.875 9.125 6.875 9.125
5 GPT-4 8.875 9.000 9.250 9.500
5 LLaMA-13B 8.250 8.500 7.500 8.000
5 LLaMA-70B 7.250 8.625 8.250 8.875
5 LLaMA-7B 7.500 8.125 6.750 7.500
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